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Call boxes are strategically scattered throughout the campus.
Ad Fontes
J-Board delivers two decisions
without meeting quorum rule
Public log incorporates roll call votes for first time
by April Ondis
Assadale News Editor
In two cases decided after the
new Judiciary Board members
were voted in last spring, there is a
contention that the Judiciary Board
voted without 'reaching quorum.
Quorum is the minimum number
of members present with which the
body may conduct business.
According to regulations out-
lined in the Judiciary Board 1992-
1993 Handbook, quorum is met
when two-thirds of the elected
Board members participate in a
case. There are nine elected Board
officers,
However. of the two cases in
question, case #0 and case #6, only
four votes toward the decisions are
recorded in the roll call of this
year's first Judiciary Board Log.
The students in both cases were
found guilty.
The log attendance count lists
three class representatives with
excused absences: Scott Sullivan,
Mike Markett, and Neil Maniar,
with excused absences. The record
notes that Mark Turner was not
present because .he had stepped
down from the particular case pro-
ceedings.
This log is the first since the As-
sembly passed legislation mandat-
ing more detailed rationale and roll
call votes.
After being contacted by The
College Voice this week, Julie
DeGennaro, chair of the Judiciary
Board, issued a public statement at
Thursday's SGA meeting.
"I believed, and still do believe,
that quorum was met in every case
that I have heard as Judiciary Board
chair," she said.
DeGennaro first raised questions
about the actual numbers required,
citing legislation passed by last
year's Assembly making the chair
an elected, but non-voting, mem-
ber. With this interpretation, quo-
rum would could be met with five
votes by 'class representatives and
the simple presence of the chair.
DeGennaro also maintained that
the J-Board had quorum with four
votes because Neil Maniar, who
officially resigned earlier this se-
mester, had informed the Board last
spring of his intention to resign.
Maniar was then off campus for
the rest 0" that semester . .For this
reason, the Board did not count his
position towards quorum. The log
does not list cases in chronological
order.
DeGennaro defended the con-
duct of the J-Board in these cases,
asking SGA to bear in mind the
time of year these cases were heard.
Said Degennaro, "the Judiciary
Board hears many cases during Se-
nior Week. It is an impossible time
to hear cases due to the fact that the
senior representatives have other
responsibilities that week includ-
ing baccalaureate, graduation prac-
tice, and senior week parties."
"We must hear cases this week
for practical reasons. Otherwise,
seniors would graduate without
their cases being heard, under-
graduates would be left with a case
pending all summer long, and the
Judiciary Board would be
swamped in the fall."
According to the Handbook,
"Following the end of classes in
May, cases will be postponed to the
next academic semester, except
those cases involving seniors,
which will be heard immediately."
Without discussing this stipula-
tion, DeGennaro also argued that
had the cases been postponed until
this fall, fewer members would
have heard the cases and still met
quorum.
The freshman representatives
would not yet have been elected,
and the opening which Maniar cre-
ated when he resigned as a junior
class representative would not yet
have been filled.
DeGennaro continued by saying,
"The Judiciary Board chair takes
over ... immediately following the
election with no training or orienta-
tion, with a new Board, and two
senior representatives with one
foot out the door."
DeGennaro "whole-heartedly"
encouraged students who believe
they were given an unfair trial to
contact Catherine WoodBrooks.
dean of SWden' Uk, and the Ap-
peals Board. I-Board policy, how-
ever, mandates that all appeals be
filed within 48 hours upon receipt
of a written verdict
Administration con-
siders additional
safety measures
for Arboretum
because the arboretum is a natural
area where students conduct re-
search and people seek solitude.
"[The administration] is looking
into [the installation of call boxes]
where there is electrical wiring al-
ready," said Brooks. Research has
by Jennifer LeVan
Associate News Edlcor
The sexual assault in the Con-
necticut College Arboretum has
prompted the administration as
well as the student body toquestion
safety within the Arbore- ""'=============~
tum and on campus, par-
ticular~y the lack of emer-
gency call boxes in the
Arboretum. The installa-
tion of these call boxes has
been suggested as one way
of increasing safety.
The Connecticut Col-
lege Arboretum, 465 acres
of property across from
Williams Street and also
property east of Route 32
is a "natural area ... and a living been conducted in the arboremm
laboratory:' said Lynn Brooks, for decades and dislmbing cenain
vice president for finance. areas of \he at'ooreuun 'NoWd 00
Broo1<s said \hat me """"'" \he damageandma'l __ lhe_d
college has nor installed calJ boxes many people.
previOuidy 15 bees'''' of the greAt Slutlenl6. blCDGjrmcdoR willi Ib6
amount of research that is con- Bverywomyn 's Center. are cur-
ducted in the Arborenun. Brooks rently worlcing towards improving
saidsome people would protest jf safety on campus and are adVDCaI-
trenches were dug to install wiring s.. College p. 9
"[The administration] is
looking into [the instal-
lation of call boxes]
where there is electrical
wiring already ... "
- Lynn Brooks,
vice president for finance
Acquaintance rape investigation
process expands - twofold
While few would disagree .that it
is very positive that the alleged per-
petrator of the assault in the arbore-
tum was caught in a matter of thirty
two hours, that expediency has
brought to light questions about the
time it has taken for an arrest to be
made regarding September's alle-
gation of acquaintance rape on this
campus. Ithas also brought to mind
questions concerning the rights of
the accused in cases as lengthy as
this one has come to be.
The New London Police Depart·
ment received a complaint of
acqaintance rape on September 14.
No arrest has yet been made in
connection with that case, but, ac-
cording to Captain William Gavitt ~
of the NLPD, there is now not one, It<eatures pp 6-7.
but two complaints levied against rhilean poet brings the
the accused.
Gavitt stated that he is not ruling' Iworldof Latin America
out the possibility of any more at- ~ little closer to home.
legations being made against this ....
particular individual, and added, "I Comics pp 4&10
believed right from the beginning ,;V0"=c
that there was going to be more than ~.cD
one victim." ~(Jik \ \
According to Gavitt, offenders of ..::;-;:;;;;-;;:;;- ;;;;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;--;;;,,;:::;::::o:::o;;:;;;;;-;;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;::;,;;;;;;;;:!.L \
this nature of crime often have ..... _ - -
By Rebecca Flynn
Editor In Chief
comitted the act before.
Gavitt also said that normally
cases are opened and closed within
90 days, and after' that time the
department must put out "special
progress reports." In this case, said
Gavitt, there is more work to be
completed on the investigation into
the new charges before an arrest
will be made.
According to Gavitt, the infor-
mation on the first case is already
being reviewed by the state's attor-
neys' office, and "the other one will
be shortly."
However, concern has been
raised by members of the college
community that it shows negli-
gence on the part of the NLPD that
an arrest would be made within
hours in the case of the arboretum
"stranger rape" while in the case of
the allegations of acquaintance
rape the investigation has persisted
for two months.
Gavitt said the department views
eithertypeof crime as equally seri-
ous, and but pointed out that the
circumstances between the two
types of cases are different and as
such the investigation would pro-
ceed differently.
According to Gavitt, in cases
where the alleged perpetrator is an
at-large and dangerous suspec t
See AtquaillWtcC' Rape p. 9
Index:
A&Epp 12-13
TDI healer introduces
students to ESP.
Sports pp 14-16
Cross Country places
6th in New Englands!
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VIEWPOINT/ CONNTHOUGHT
Abortion must become
an unnecessary option
Letter to the Vo;u,
I have heard a lot of discussion
lately on campus about abortion. It
seems to me that everyone has an
opinion, and everyone believes that
his or her opinion is the right one.
While this is an academically and
philosophically interesting debate,
it is also a moot one.
What we need to keep in mind is
that right or wrong, women do have
abortions, regardless of whether it
is currently legal or not. Every
year, 200,000 women die
worldwide as a result nf botched
illegal abortions (World Health
Organization figure). Women do
what they must to lead reasonable
and sane lives, as people have
throughout history.
No one particularly likes abortion,
and in a perfect world, there would
be no need for such a thing to exist.
However, wedonotliveinaperfect
world: In the U.S. alone, 1.3
million to 3 million accidental
pregnancies per year are caused by
contraceptive failure (National
Research Council & National
Institute of Medicine).
What we need to do as individuals,
as a community, and as a nation, is
work for the changes that will make
the lives of pregnant women
workable, and make abortion
unnecessary as an option. We need
to fight for increased funding of
contraceptive research, sex
education, flex-time, and paid
parental leave.
We need to work for funds to
support parents and their babies,
since 94 percent of unmarried
mothers keep their babies, and we
need to press the government at all
levels for stronger punishments for
fathers who desert. We need to
lobby for decent, affordable
daycare. Whatwedonotneedtodo
is to criminalize abortion, because
that has little effect on the actual
incidence of abortions.
Sincerely,
Sara Schloss
Class or 1993
COOL's "Bazaar of the Beliefs"
misrepresented in Voice article
Letter to the Voice,
Although I was very pleased that
COOL's Bazaar of the Beliefs
received coverage in the Voice, I
did have significant problems with
both the thoroughness and
accuracy of the article. ("COOL's
Bazaar of the Beliefs provides
Halloween treat for the campus,"
The College Voice, November 2
1992) I was contacted a few day~
before the event to answer some
THE COLLEGE VOICE
preliminary questions. Upon
reading the actual article, I found
that the event had been
misrepresented and both its content
and impact had been overlooked.
Many of the most spontaneous and
exciting happenings of the day
were omitted.
While the Bazaar of the Beliefs
was meant to be enjoyable, it was
not merely a day of entertainment
and fundraising for various clubs.
It was also a day of heated debate
and free expression of personal and
political views. This event set an
important precedent in
encouraging students to speak their
minds in an open and uncensored
forum.
Sincerely,
Christy Burke
COOL Program Director
Class or 1993
Pro-choice isn't the only choice
We are a group of students opposed to abortion. We
feel that abortion is an immoral, irresponsible act of
murd~r, and we would like to share our belief in the
sanctity of aU human life, no matter how young or
small, With the rest of the campus.
We are .seriously concerned about the under-
representation of the pro-life position on this campus,
which IS often Ignorantly considered anti-women.
We are a non-partisan, diverse group of indi viduals
Sarah Huntley
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an~ we invite all of our fellow pro-life students to join
us 10 our efforts to educate others about our beliefs. If
you would like to join our group or if you just want to
know more, please call Beth at x3371 or Dan at x3746.
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CONNTHOUGHT
A "Bermanesque" classic:
Recent J-Board rationale
Q: What's more costly at
Connecticut College: Locking
yourself out of your room or
underage drinking and driving?
Stupid question, right A real no-
brainer.
If you answered drunk driving,
you obviously haven't read this
semester's J-Board Log. Forget
your key, and a Campus Safety
officer will smile at your lockout
apology and hand you a receipt for
ten dollars. Not so with drunk
driving. If you're real apologetic
and admit you made a mistake, J-
Board will let you off a drunk
driving rap with a letter of censure
(the equivalent of saying, "Bad girl.
Don't do that again.")
This is no joke. In case you
missed it, here's how the J-Board
describes the facts of Case # 13 in
this semester's log:
"Campus Safety spotted a car
driving recklessly on the road past
Harris. As the car neared the
Campus Safety vehicle, a spotlight
was directed into the patrol car. The
car was operated by Student A who
appeared to the Campus Safety
officer as intoxicated. During the
trial, Student A admitted to
drinking earlier. She also stated that
Student B. who was a passenger in
her car, had used the spotlight.
"Student A admitted to having
some drinks earlier in the evening
and apologized for her actions.
Student B admiUed to having shone
the spotlight inadvertently onto the
Campus Safety vehicle and stated
that she was sorry."
The Board voted unanimously to
issue a letter of censure to each
student because, ''The Board felt
that both [students] were very
apologetic and that this kind of
thing wouldn't happen again. The
two students took complete
responsibility for their actions and
another Honor Code violation?
Isn't that a little ridiculous? The
guy in Case #7 who was found
guilty of being too loud too often
was put on social probation for a
semester (and Deirdre Hennessey
wanted it to go for a whole year).
Where was Deirdre's sense of
justice in Case #13?
Students A and B were right in
admitting and taking responsibility
for their actions; under the Honor
Code that's what
they should do
and the Judiciary
Board was right
to take their
forthrightness
into account
when voting on a
recommendation.
That doesn't
mean. however,
the Board should
forget about the
crime. I'm not
suggesting Student A should have
been beheaded, expelled, or even
suspended. But what about
suspending hercar from campus for
a year. a semester. a month, even a
week? What about social prooauon
ferber? (StudentT gotitjusl f:orhis
chronic hi-fi lifestyle.) At least
require a view-jag oEthat ABC A8er
School Special where SADD is
founded.
"Crank up the tunes too often and
"Crank up the tunes too often
and have an attitude" gets
moderate punishment; "Swill
some beer and go joy-riding
across campus" gets a knuckle-
tapping.
dumb as a log
have an attitude" gets moderate
punishment; "Swill some beer and
go joy-riding across campus' gets a
knuckle-tapping. Drinking and
driving on a coUege campus is
nearly homicidal behavior.
Somehow, a letter of censure- even
a reaUy mean and nasty letter of
censure - doesn't quite cut it
Underage drinking is tolerated
here if done responsibly - but
drinking and driving, at any age, is
not only dangerous to oneself, but
to anyone and everyone in the
community. (That's a fact so
obvious I can't believe I just wrote
it)
But what' seven more dangerous
is telling the student body that no
matter what you do wrong, just
admit it, grovel (tears would be
good), and the Board will let you off
the hook.
I'd love to be able to stop right
there, but once you get probing
through those J-Board logs you
find all kinds of neat little
problems, and Constitutional Law
reading just seems so insignificant.
Cases #0 and #6 are especially
fascinating. Not the facts,
themselves, of course, they're
l)rett)! mundane: a tam\')enng o{ an
I.D. and possessjon of flIeworks.
Cases #0 and #6 are interesting in
that only four members of the
Board voted in each esse. Both
were held last semester when there
were eight voting members of the
Board. Quorum is two-thirds. Four
out of eight is 50 percent Even with
my math skills I can tell you there's
something amiss here.
For the students in these cases,
whomever you are, Shakespeare's
words serve best "Fair is foul, and
foul is fair." Your foul deeds are
(fortunately for you) fair, for the
fair decision of the J-Board is foul
for lack of more than four.
In other words, go yell at
somebody. You got screwed.
The upside of all this is the
longstanding calls for more
detailed J-Board reports have
finally been acceded to - and
immediately validated.
Now I'm just waiting to read the
next log. Will someone bum down
North Cottage and be forced to
watch a Smokey the Bear video?
Will an apologetic plagiarizer be
given an additional free copy of the
J-Board Handbook and asked
politely to read it? Will step-downs
and absences allow Deirdre to be
the only person deciding a case'?
Find out in the next excumg
adventure of l-Boai:d Star
Chamber. Coming soon to dOQt'8.
neat" ')'ou.
j
I
the Board saw that they were both
very honest and very sorry."
Could we just pause and reflect
for a second, please. Thank you.
What the hell's going on here? A
student admitted to drunk driving,
was found to have been driving
recklessly on campus. and she gets
a letter in her file which no one will
ever see and which will have no
bearing on anything she ever does
in life unless she is found guilty of
J""'BernJo_
Fonner J·BOIIrd Member
ClASS of 1993
Men's soccer
team thanks
fans and collge
community
The four seniors, on behalf of the
men's soccer team, would like to
express their thanks for the
continued support of our fans and
the college community. Having
traveled throughout New England
we have found that our support is
lIU1y second to none.
No other college can boast of
fans such as ours. This was most
evident when our soccer faithful
\raveled to WilliamsCollegeforthe
ECAC final, transferring a game on
the road to a warm home field
alTnosphere.
But our gratification goes
beyond the championship and
extends through the whole season.
You have made Harkness Green a
great place to play for the past four
years. May the tradition. contmue.
Thanks again, the SemOTS.
TIm Cheney
MaUHackl
Yunl Lion
Xolanl Zungu
Class or!993
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ACROSS
1. Play division
4. What oz.
become
7. British 'actor
12. Cribbage terrn
13. "You -My
Sunshine"
14. Decorate
15. A pair
16. Precipitately
18. Sight from a
cruise ship
19. Wordona
bill
20. Suffix with
young
22. British
mil. award
23. Type of eode
27. Tax org.
29. Draw back
31. Subside
34. Expiate
35. Most ready
for the
market
37. Certain
footballer
38. Witty sayings
39. Dined
41. Inclined
roadway
2 3
12
15
18
ThR. College Voice
45. Attempts
47. - Grande
48. Good
beginning
52. Building
addition
53. Type of ink
54. Vintage car
55. Born
56. Ceremonial
meal
57. Nabokov
heroine
58. Onager
DOWN
1. Where llamas
dwell
2. Judge's domain
3. Certain steak
4. Actor Bert
5. Propagates
6. Sewn by
dressmakers
7. Silly
8. Opposite
ofama
9. Neither's
partner
10. -Ionga,
vita brevis
11. Explosive,
for short
17. French
5 8
designer
21. Ceremonies
23. Redford,
for one
24. Milne
character
25. German article
26. Pub order
28. Legal matter
30. Unit of com
31. Weapon
32. Life story.
for short
33. Likely
36. Bakery item
37. Looked
40. Glamorous
headpiece
42. Center of
activity
43. Standish
44. North and
South
45. Peter or Ivan
46. Greek portico
48. Towel word
49. Vane
direction
50. Do simple
arithmetic
51. Pass away
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SOfll\lJ..low
IT SE.EMs Llk'~
ONLY YESTERDAY ...
NUT',
TO VS.
CONNTHOUGHT
Reflections from the election: musings, thoughts and
pearls of wisdom from November 3 with Sean Spicer
Now that the election has come
and gone, I feel it is appropriate 10
reflect on some issues that
developed during the campaign.
I-This year over 500 students
from the college were registered 10
vote. While I applaud the act of
participating in the election
process, I can not help but wonder
how many local offices were won
and lost due 10 the votes cast by
students at the college. In no way
do I intend to insinuate that students
should not vote for local offices,
The problem though is that students
here at Conn are isolated and for the
most part are fairly unaware of the
issues and concerns that shape the
lives of those who live in this
community.
It is not right for students to vote
for positions that will never in fact
affect them. State Representative,
State Senator, Judge of Probate,
etc. are all positions that do not
affect how we as students live our
lives unless we are rooted in the
community or plan to live here.
The people who call New
London home are the ones who are
affected by the decisions and votes
of these candidates. On the whole,
most of us do not consider this our
home. During the Winter, Spring.
and Summer breaks we leave this
area and are therefore not affected
by those candidates' decisions and
the problems that remain after we
have left.
The fact of the matter is that
Connecticut College holds
significant blocks of votes in this
district, enough to sway an election,
We at the college are here to
educate ourselves and that's what I
ask you to do. Learn which
candidates represent your views,
and then vote. If you call New
London home, then by all means
vote, if not, do not vote for positions
that do not effect you.
2 - During the campaign it
became obvious why "gridlock"
exists in Congress. Republicans
and Democrats seemed to make
rude remarks toward each other and
seemed unwilling to accept the fact
that there is a case for the opposing
view. Beyond party affiliation, we
are all Americans and that is what
mustberemembered. Likeitornot,
the Democrats have won and now it
is up to all of us to solve. the
problems that face the nation.
There is no need to ridicule a person
who has opposing views. It is in my
opinion an act of discrimination 10
hold it against a person for holdmg
a set of beliefs or for belonging 10 a
particular political party. Itis often
said that those who know their
opponent best will succeed.
Whether Democrat or Republican,
it is best that we understand each
other's position. In understanding
the other sides argument, we in fact
are able to strengthen our own
position.
3 - I wish to offer congratulations
to the Democrats and, closer to
home, to Esther Poner and Sara
party lost was that Bill Clinton did
a much better job in campaigning.
The Democrats saw an
opportunity, organized themselves
and grabbed the brass ring. If
Republicans plan 10 win back the
White House and continue 10 pick
up seats in Congress, they will have
to make an aggressive effort in
showing the American people that
they offer a place for everyone.
Spoonheim, co-presidents of the
College Democrats. Efforts both
nationwide and ===============""
locally proved to be
very effecti ve in
electing the
democratic slate.
Now that the
Democrats have the
White House and
Congress, they must
accept the
responsibility that they have
received.
In the last twelve years, a
overcome the Republican
stronghold on the Presidency and
ended the "gridlock" of divided
government. When one party
controls both the Presidency and
the Congress they must accept the
blame when things go wrong.
Conversely, they have the right 10
claim victory as things improve.
While the outcome of the election
was not as I had wished, the end of
divided government now allows
the country a clear picture as to
where to place blame.
4 - The reason the Republican
Sean Spicer
Class of 1993
Republican has held the Presidency
and the Democrats have controlled
If you call New London home,
then by all means vote. If not,
do not vote for positions that
do not affect you.
the Congress, (with the exception
of the Senate for two years under
Reagan). The Democrats have now
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Friday & Saturday
11:00am • 10:00pm
jL,~
New York Deli & Pizza
440-25"
AMERICAN CLASSICS
1/4/b fUSDA beefwith ColeSlaw, Chips and a fresh DeliPick.le .............•........ 3.95
HAMBURGERPLATTER:9 ,./04Ib' f'U'S'DA bee'fw,".1- ColeSlaw Chipsanda fresh DeIiPickle 4.25
HEESEBURGER PLATTER:· ' ° ...." ' . . 4 50C 41b f U S DA beef with ColeSlaw,Chipsanda freshDe/IP,ck/e................. .
BACONBURGER PLATTER:· 11 . ° .'"
Route 32 • Quaker Hill Mini Mall • Quaker Hill, CT 06375
HOUSE SPECIALTIES
NEW YORKER: ROAST BEEF, SWISS CHEESE, SAUERKRAUT,THOUSANDISLANDDRESSING
DELUXE COMBO: BAKEDHAM,ROAST BEEF,TURKEV.SWISS CHEESE
ITALIAN COMBO: GENOA.CAP.p\COLA,COOKEDSALAMI.PROVOLONECHEESE
AMER'CAN COMBO~ BOILED HAM, ,URKEY AND AMER\C1l.N CHEESE
FREE
DELIVERY
sand Sm Gr Lg Gr
3.95 4.95 5.95
3.50 4.50 5.50
a.so 4.SG S.SG
'3.'351 4.'35 S:~S
IDINNER SPECIALITIES
. TA 495 MEATBALLS with PASTA 3.95
HICKEN PARMESAN WithPAS . . h PASTA 395
AUSAGE with PASTA. 3.95 . MUSHROOMS Wit .
All dmner speaalltles served With garlic bread
Sand Sm Gr Lg Gr
3.20 3,45.................. 4.45
3.25................... 3.55................. 4.55
3.30 3.50 4.75
3.40................... 3.60 4.95
3.50................... 3,75................. 4.95
3.50................... 3.75................. 4.95
3.30................... 3.50 4.75
2.95 3.15 4.15
3.00 3.20 4.25
3.20 3.45 4.50
3.00................... 3.15 4.25
3.2S 3.50 4.50
2.60................... 3,00 4.00
2.85................... 3.25 4.25
2.60 3.00 4.00
3.25................... 3.50 4.95
3.50 3.75 5.25
3.50 .3.75 5.25
BOILED HAM .
HONEY BAKED HAM .
CAPPICOLA , , .
ROAST BEEF ..
PASTRAMI (LEAN) ..
CORNED BEEF .
TURKEY BREAST ..
BOLOGNA ,.. ,.
LIVERWURST ..
GENOA ·..· · · ..
COOKED SALAMI ..
PEPPERONI · · ·· ..
AMERICAN CHEESE .
SWISS CHEESE .
PROVOLONE CHEESE .
TUNA SALAD .
CHICKEN SALAD ..
SEAFOOD SALAD ..
PARTY PLATTERS ALSO
AVAILABLE
GREAT FOR ANY OCCASION
TOSSED SALAD 2.95
CHEF SALAD 3.75
ANTIPASTO SALAD 4.75 RANCH, BLUE CHEESE,
POTATO SALAD .75 1,59 TUNA PLATE 385 PARMESAN PEPPERCORN
MACARONI SALAD .75 1.39 SEAFOOD PLA..T..·E · 3'95 HONEY DIJON,75 1 39 .
COLE SLAW ·.... . CHICKEN PLATE :::::...:3~.9=5:..-_...l:=~E~X~T=RA=D=R=ES:;S:::I:.:NG::::.:..:..; .3::0:'-__ 1
D 75 139 .PASTA SALA ......~ -I
HR Sm Gr Lg Gr
HOT FOODS TO GO HR Sm Gr Lg Gr
MEATBALL 3.25 3,50 4.75 GRILLED HAM& CHEESE 2,50 - -
.. 325 3.50 4.75 KIELBASA & CHEESE 3.25 3.50 4.75
~~~~~~~ &..PEPPE·RS ·.·..··.·.· · ·.· 3:35 360 4.85 KIELBASA & SAUERKRAUT 3.,,; ;.:g ::::~~
STEAK & CHEESE 3.75 4.75 5.75 CHICKEN CUTLET 3.2 . 495
2.75 3.50 4.50 CHICKEN PARMESAN 3.25 3.80..... .
BLT EGGPLANT PARMESAN 3.25 3.80 4.95
TUNA MELT 3.45
GRILLED CHEESE 1.95 SOUP OF THE DAy Sm 1.50 LG 2.00
GRILLED CHEESE & TOMATO.. 2.1 0
SALAD DRESSING: OIL &
VINEGAR, ITALIAN, FRENCH,SALADS: SIDE LB
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Chilean poet
and activist
lectures on
problems of
''Disenchanted
Generation"
.y KaIIIyO'C_dl
neC"'eVoia
On Tuesday November 10,
MaIjorie Agosin, a Chilean poet
and me keynote speaker for Latino
Awareness Month, delivered an
enlightening program about poli-
tics, Latino presence in me United
States and her career as a poet,
In addition to her career as apoet,
Agosin also reaches as an associate .~
professor of Spanish at Wellesley'll
College. and is a human rights ac- j
tivist, She believes "living in lhe !!:
United States has given [her] the J
privilege, distance, and feeling of ~
an outsider mat enables her to write
about what was happening in Latin
America."
Agosin came to the United States.
with her parents when she was
seventeen. They planned to stay for
just one year. However, !he social-
ist 'i,o"emment of. Chile was ever-
Utto'Hn. and net ~n\S chose no\ \D
return to a country ruled by a die-
raJor.
Agosin titled nerpresenuuion
"The Disenchanted Generation."
She informed the audience that in
the years from 1970 to 1980 ninety
thousand youngadults, ages six-
teen to twenty-one, mysteriously
disappeared. They were later dis-
covered to have been murdered by
the government
According to Agosin, these
young adults were "idealistic in
their beliefs in freedom."
Many of thses young adults were
terrorists or political demonstra-
tors. These people, who had be-
lieved in "revolution and change in
society," had ended up as "the gen-
eration of the missing people," said
Agosin,
Agosin defined "The Invisible
Generation" as"those who are now
in their twenties and grew up under
the dictatorship."
She explained mat they are me
generation who "watched people
burning crosses and being taken out
of the streets."
According to Agosin it is impor-
tant that me "Invisible Generation
find a way to remember and talk
about me generation of missing
people."
Agosin described the suffering of
the families whose children were
laken from them. These families
had hoped to find their loved ones
alive, but now alImey ask is for me
remains to be returned so they can
be buried.
Agosin pointed out that "90,000
people are dead and not one mili-
tary person is jailed for the crimes
he commiued."
Before her poetry reading,
Agosin explained some of the is-
:
Whitten challenges
himself for the
Wright reasons
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Todd Whinen, housefellow of
, Wright, wanted to be a housefellow
because he felt it was the biggest
personal challenge he could give
himself at Connecticut College.
Also, Whinen explained, me col-
lege had been very generous in giv-
ing him financial aid and he saw
being a housefellow as an opportu-
nity to give something hack to the
school.
As a housefellow, Whitten said
he has learned to deal with many
types of personalities. Whitten, an
International Relations major and
Chinese minor, said that this expe-
rience will be valuable if he goes
into teaching or public relations,
because he'll know how to relate to
different people. Whitten also said
he enjoys having acertain amount
of control over his environment.
"This year's housefellow staff is
fantastic," he said. Whitten be-
lieves the staff is diverse and easy to
get along with. He added, "Ifl go a
week without seeing them I feel like
I've really missed something."
One challenge thatWhitten faces
as housefeJlow is remembering
everyone's name and then being
able.to put names to faces. Having
to get up for noise complaints at
three or four in the morning is also
a huge challenge, according to
Whitten.
One of the most frustrating expe-
riences thatWhitten has faced so far
is the lack of a permanent house-
keeper in Wright, "The dorm was
not being cleaned. We had one cus-
todian who cleaned the floors and
living room, but the bathrooms
Chile's "Lost Generation" serves as a source of MarJories Agosio's poetry.
sues that influenced her writing. In motives in writing abo~t the "Di~-
1978 she went to Chile and was in enchanted Generation and their
close contact with the mothers families was that "disappeared
whose children were murdered. people don't have a grave, we must
This experience changed Agosin, speak. about them and remember
woo now def"mesherse\£ as a"mil\.- them."
tanl with a high perseverance." After her readings. the audience
She drew many ideas for her po- questioned Agosin about hee expe-
etry fiom photographs of /he miss- riences as a writer and her political
ingchiJdren.Agosindescribedher- views. Agosin further explained
selfaswriting"withthemandabout her role as an "outsider."
them." Her work with human rights According to Agosin, the "Latin
groups, Agosin explained, has also American community of writers
shaped herpoetry, She said, "When found themselves more alone in the
people survive, they have a great United Slates because of recent im-
sense of responsibility." migration; they had to invent a
Agosin explored women's roles space. invent a community."
in politics of Latin America during She also explained that "writing
the 1970's. Agosin said she was poetry in me United Slates is diffi-
influenced by the "feminist eupho- cull, because there is not an audi-
riaof the 1970's" when she came to ence for poetry."
the United States as a teenager, Agosin was also asked to explain
According to Agosin, Latin the human rights policy in Latin
American women participate more America Sbe replied, "There is no
in politics than women in the human rights policy in Latin
United Slates. America."
Latin American women, Agosin She added that although mere are
Slated, were "the forefront of the documented cases of people disap-
human rights protest group." pearing, there is no policy that guar-
According to Agosin, Women anteesthatanyoneguiltyofmurder
may not have been successful in will be punished.
drawing any governmental con- More importaruly, said Agosin,
cessions, but they were successful there is no policy to prevent the
in "becoming a conscience," which disappearing from, well, disap-
she said was "me greatest legacy," pearing.
Agosin emphasized mat women Agosin was asked for her opin-
"had me power of me weak, not the ion on what type of foreigu affairs
power of me strong." policy the United States should
Agosin next read an assonment hold to Latin America and what
of poems, many of which she wrote kind of impact the United Slates
while minking of me photographs could have on human rights. .~
of the missing children. Stated Agosin, "Carter was the ~
She read several in me original only administration that had an im- .;'
Spanish. These poems were drawn pact on human rights." d
from a variety of books that Agosin Agosin added that "Reagan and ~
has written, including Circles of Bush had no human rights policy: ]
Madness and Bonfires. but said she hopes that "Clinton ~
Agosin ended herreading by say- may have some policy." •
ing, "Poelry really matters. It is Agosin expressed her view that 1
relevant to our lives. Some people ifmepresident-electweretoimple-:;;
have died because they wrote dan- ment a human rights policy, mis
gerous poems." would have a "great impact" on
Agosin explained that one of her Latin America.
weren't being cleaned," he ex-
plained.
Whitten said that meeting so
many "neat" people and having
residents come and tell him that
they're having a great day are the
simple thrills that reward him for
being a housefellow.
Whiiren added that keeping his
sense of humor and doing every-
thing for all the right reasons is
what has helped keep him going
and what he would advise to other
students when they are feeling
stressed,
According to Whitten, me Plex
is a strange place to live i~ because
almost all living rooms of the Plex
dorms have something going on
every weekend. "If you are a her-
mit, you should definitely notlive
in the plex," he said.
Whitten said there is little dorm
unity in the Plex. He said that partof
it has to do with the layout of the
dorm rooms. Plex residents, ex-
plained Whitten, have neighbors to
me right or left side of their rooms
but there is no one across the hall.
Also, since people tend to move
into the Plex in groups they tend to
associate with the people they
moved with and not make a big
effort to meet other people in the
dorm, Whitten added.
Aside from his housefellow du-
ties, Whitten also sings and plays
me guitar in the Coffee Ground
whenever he gets the chance. He
plays all different types of music
from Cat Stevens to Indigo Girls to
James Taylor. He is also chairing
me Chinese Advisory Board.
Whitten's plans for next year are
to lake time off from school for a
.while and find a job.
HouserellowTodd WhItten enjoys the human ~~~ta~1essentlal~;';Job.
FEATURES
Audience 'energized'
by Japanese healer
by Susan Feuer
Features Editor
Extra Sensory Perception came
to the College through a presenta-
tion by Takashi Yamagishi, from
the Transcendallnstitule of Tokyo,
an institute that works with and
teaches the uses of ESP.
Wednesday's lecture was spon-
sored by the Anthropology Depart-
ment, the Connecticut College
Asian Student Association and
Unity House.
Yamagishi is the founder of the
Transcendentallnstitute of Tokyo.
The Institute was founded a decade
ago by scientists and medical doc-
tors in order to study ESP from a
scientific perspectiveand to use it in
healing.
Yamagishi 's lecture, delivered in
Japanese, was translated by
sophomore Yuka Nakajima.
Nakajima, who lives in Tokyo, has
been an instructor at the Transcen-
dental Institute for three and a half
years. She is in June Macklin's
Anthropology of Medicine class
and had arranged for Yamagishi to
come to Connecticut College to
speak to the class and hold a lecture.
Yamagishi explained that he
would be performing experiments
with the audience throughout his
lecture and that they were neces-
sary for the audience to "get the
sense of what's going on."
Yamagishi began his lecture by
giving everybody in the room the
energy he uses to perform his ESP
experiments. He told the audience
that he was giving them a tempo- .~
rarypower; if they wanted to keep it l
after the lecture they could and if >:
they did not want the power they ~
could tell him and he would make ~
sure that they did not receive any. S'
Yamagishi explained that it ~
would be easier for him to use ESP ~
if everyone in the room received the ~
power. He then began a meditation
that lasted approximately one
minute.
After his meditation he told the
audience that they now possessed
the power that would allow them to
participate in every experiment, He
urged the audience to participate so
that they could walk away from the
lecture with the ability to heal
people on their own.
He explained that the energy he
used was not spititual. "I have not
mentioned God or talked about any
religion the whole evening."
The first experiment that
Yamagishi performed is used in
Japanese dental clinics and medical
institutions today to see if cold
medicine and headache medicine
will be effective on certain patients.
Lecturer from the TDI Introduced students of the college to ESP using experiments developed by these TDI Instuctors.
He told the audience to find a part- pull apart then the substance was In this experiment, one person
ner and then demonstrated with good for him/her. If his/her fingers was told to sit in a chair and the
Nakajima to illustrate the testing were easy to pull apart the sub- other to stand behind his/her part-
technique. stance was harmful to him/her. He ner. The person standing was led
One person of each group was asked the audience if they thought through a series of steps used to
told make a ring using his/her Coke or cigarettes were worse for remove the negative energy of the
thumb and index finger. The other their health. The audience replied person sitting down.
person used his/her fingers to try to that cigarettes were more harmful. Nakajima said, "I think [the pre-
pull his/her partner's fingers apart. But, according to the finger and sentation] was really successful. It
The person who made the ring with thumb experiment, Colce was actu- was defmitely a good step for the
his/her fingers was designated the ally more harmful than the ciga- Transcendental Institue to come to
tester and was given a variety of rettes were. the United States. They didn't
things to test such as cigarettes, After the first experiment know what kind of reaction they'd
Coke, aspirin and stomach medi- Yamagishi demonstrated how to get.I was reaIly appreciative of the
cine. The tester held the product in re-align a person's spine using the people who came to the lecture."
one hand and made the ring with same ESP energy. At the end of the Anyone who is interested in
his/herother finger. lecturehe had the audiencefmd a learningmore about \he iranscen-
Yamagishiexplainedthat if \he partner again for ano\herexercise dental Ins\itu\e ct 'ESP snou\d
person's fmgets were diff\cu\\ \0 usingtheenetgy. con.\aCt'Nakaiimaal'73'?>'2.9....
delivers~
PITA POKKETS & SUUMARINES
Enjoy lettuce, sliced tomato, onion, pickle, hot peppers, 011.mustard. ketchup
or mayonnaise on any of our sandwiches at no extra charge!
POKKET SMALL MEDIUM L\KGE
BEEF
Steak- Plain or Onion 2.90 2.90 3.85 5.70
Steak & Peppers 3.10 3.10 4.15 6.10
Steak & Mushrooms 3.10 3.10 415 610
Steak & Cheese 3.20 3.20 4.25 6.20
Number 9 Combo 3.45 3.45 4.60 6.80 D'angelo Sandwich ShopSteak D'Lite Pokket 2.90"
2.95 3.90 5.80Roast Beef 2.95.,
Roast Beef D'Lite 2.95 2.95 721 Bank St.Hamburger 2.45 2.45 3.25 4.80
Cheeseburger 2.65 2.65 3.50 520 New London CTMeatball 2.60 3.45 5.10
Meatball&MeltedCheese 2.90 3.85 5.60
Pastrami 2.65 3.50 5.20
POULTRY
4.05 ·600 Phone 443-0021Turkey 3.05., 3.05Turkey D'Lite 3.05 3.05
Chicken Salad 3.05 3.05 4.05 6.00
Stir Fry Chicken , . 3.45., 3.45 4.60 6.80
Stir Fry Chicken D Lite 3.35 OPEN: 10:00am - 10:00pm Mon - Sal
SEAFOOD
Tuna Fish Salad 2.75 2.75 3.65 5.40 11 :OOam - 9:00pm Sunday
Seafood Salad 3.25 3.25 4.30 6.40
VEGETARIAN
2.90 3.85 5.70 DELIVERING: 11:00am - 8:00pm dailyVegetarianClassic . 2.90
Vegetarian D'Lite pokket 2.80"
Greek Pokket 2.65
FREE DELIVERY for orders over $7.50,COLD CUTS 5.10Italian 2.60 2.60 3.45 $1.00 charge for orders under $7.50
Capicola & Cheese 2.65 2.65 3.50 520
Ham & Cheese 2.65 2.65 3.50 5.20
Ham, Salami & Cheese 2.65 2.65 3.50 5.20 15% Discount with Camel CardBACON
BLT & Melted Cheese 2.90 2.90 3.85 5:70 (2 sandwich limit)
The ., indicates this selection is part of our HEALTHY
D'LITES menu. These menu items are lower in fat, cholesteroland
Indium.
Our salads are made fresh daily. Each served with choice ofGdree~. Lite d
. P esan Creamy Italian or oil and vinegar ressmgs an
}~:~~b~in~ri~read'. For Healthy D:Lite~ salads. choose .ei~her f~t-d
free Raspberry DrCranberry ~i~aigrette dressings. Healthy 0 Lites s a s
are served without pcpperDnClnls.
Tossed Salad $2.85 Antipasto .
Greek Salad $3.40 Greek Salad WithTuna
Tuna Salad! TunaSalad D'Lite •
Turkey Salad I Turkey Salad D'Lite •
Roast Beef Salad I Roast Beef Salad D'Lite •
Chicken Salad IChicken Salad D'Lite Krv~boIor~old"
$3.40
$4.40
$3.40
$4.50
$4.50
$4.50
ICE CREAM & FROZEN YOGURT
Tum any day into a special day with your own ice cream party! Whether
irs for two or for twenty. for the kids or the office, you can makeyour own
party anywhere injust a mailer of mlnutesl
Choose lU\yor manyof Chip's nch, delicious flavorsof premiumIce cream or
frozen yogurt. Add your choice of wei and/ordry toppings likehot fudge.
caramel. pineapple, Slrawbemes,.crushed heathbu. M&M's. roasted
almonds,or walnuts. And 'hat's not all!
Cartering Services
Sandwich platters
available for groups
of 25 to 2500,
Call for more info
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b1 Jonatllaa Budd
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[•••••••••
• Student
• Jeffrey SCoII Berman•• Clare Siobhan Byrne
• Molly Embree•• Kelly Kathleen Evans
• Bradley David Geller
• Jessica Eloise Gorham•• Sarah Anne HUntley
• Kristianne Logan••••••••••••••
)
- new inductees -
Karen Frances Millener
Michael Louis Nett
Elizabeth Courtney Olbrych
Stephen Arthur Wandzy'
Elizabeth Emily Warfield
Marguerite Louise White
Major
Govemment
Dance
Zoology
Psychology
MOdern European Studies
English
Govemment
Psychology-Based Human
Relations
Dance/History
History/GovernmenVAsian
Studies
Hispanic Studies/ Child
Development
Child Development
Economics
Chemistry
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
said, may see evidence of a "popu-
lar vote" rather than objective criti-
cism.
For this reason, two blank pages
were added to the standardized
form so thai students could write
down an,. comments they have
abOut a professol' and his course or
any specific experiences.
The maChines that wiU read the
numerical responses for the subjec-
tive'questions will not examine the
free writing sections, however.
The score a professor receives
will be on a scale of one to five.
This means thai the difference be-
tween an excellent professor and a
very good one, or a fair professor as
compared with a poor one, can be
only a fraction of a point
Saveena Dhall, chair of aca-
demic affairs, said the Board of
Advisory Chairs voted unani-
mousty against the standardized
evaluations at the group's meeting
this Sunday. .
. "You can trgelan Jh-depth evalu-
alion of a person through num-
bers," said Dhall, adding, "We
don't believe [standardization] is
an appropriate method."
Dhall said the Board discussed
the possibility of covering com-
mon, .core issues by adding a sec-
tion to existing departmentalized
forms.BAC plans to forward a
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NEWS
Student rape suspect
voluntarily withdraws
College lacks policy on tuition refund
ConJ;lIued from p. 1
loose, that case will take top prior-
ity in the department until asuspect
is apprehended. The department
must, said Gavitt, be continually
"prioritizing and re-pnoritizing
cases,"
Gavitt said the case of the arbo-
retum assault fit those circum-
stances, stating that in that case
there was a "situation in which
there was a weapon involved and
there was an attempt to kill," and
that there was "an unknown sus- .
pect, in the beginning, and one who
was in flight"
Gavitt added that in the case of
the arboretum assault there was a
"traumatized and visibly injured
victim."
Gavitt said that while the suspect
is not being detained in prison, the
whereabouts of the suspect in the
case of the acquaintance rapes is
known and he is not expected to
flee, though he is not being de-
lained in prison.
Gavitt would not confirm rumors
that the victim of the arboretum
assault is the daughter of one of the
members of the NLPD.
According to Gavitt, he could not
comment because; "We do every-,
thing in our power to hide the iden-
tities of victims." Gavitt cited stat-
ute .54-866 of the Connecticut
General Statutes, which states that
all documents available to the pub-
lic under the Freedom of Informa-
tion Act are the "same documents
that statute covers."
Gavitt did confirm that the sus-
pect in the allegations of acquain-
tance rape is a Connecticut College
student, as are both complainants.
As the date rape suspect has
signed a form voluntarily with-
drawing from the college, the
question must be raised about
plans for the tuition money he has
already invested this semester
considering he has not yet been
convicted of any crime. .~
According to Raben Hampton, -;;
dean of the college. this issue is "not ~
something we have discussed. Ijust ~
don't know." ,l!
S· ~aid Hampton, "At some future"
date we might have to cross this .2
bridge, but at this point it's not a ~
bridge we've had to cross." He "-
added, "I don't want to say the col-
lege has a policy of giving refunds
because that certainly is not the
case."
SGA voted down a proposal which would have encouraged Connecticut College to "buy American."
Assembly defeats "buy American"
legislation after caustic debate"It would almost be dangerousfor me to speculate on what would
be done with the money or even
with the student's enrollment sta-
tus," said Hampton.
All speculation aside, Gavitt did
say that the suspect in the Arbore-
tum assault case is in jail pending
pre-trial hearings.
Gavitt stressed that an allegation
of sexual assault should be made
promptly to the NLPD, and ex-
pressed concern that Connecticut
College may be trying to handle
such issues without contacting the
police.
"Apparently. th~SQ.I!!'81<e!"!!:J.kfl '
we're only an option." said Gavitt.
Gavitt also said that there are
many reasons why a victim might
not want to report a sexual assault,
and said, "There's a view from soci-
ety that if it is truly a crime and you
are truly being raped then you
should be yelling rape. I know from
my experience that sometimes that
can't happen."
But Gavitt stressed the impor-
tance of reporting these crimes to
the proper authorities, remarking,
"It is always an option that you can
withdraw the complaint at a later
date."
eluded the Honor Code as a means Leisring's amendment The mood
of ensuring proper adherence to the in Assembly was overwhelmingly
.new policy. in favor of Leisring's amendment.
Leisring also motioned to amend Adam Green, public relations di-
the proposal to remove all mention rector, argued that the condition of
of contacting other schools. The success which would determine
original proposal included a leuer whether the letter would be sent to
to be sent to similar colleges and other schools was "too vague."
universities encouraging them to Green' s sentiment was echoed by a
=ado;;;;;;p;;t;;a;;s;;im;;l;;·Iar;;PO~li;;cy~.,--====;;:nu~m;;.;:berof house senators. Assem-
- bly members were also
wary of imposing Con-
nectieut. Co\\eg,e'So SDCCeS&
. 0').O\heB~)\\e&eS.D\s:.us-
sion was closed. and the
. ~mblyvotedlOpassthe .
amendment by a vote of
25-1-1.
In raising concerns
about the legislation itself,
Gerard Choucroun, SAC
chair, asked, "Are we ad-
dressing students concerns? I don't
think so." Choucroun noted that it
was the purpose of the Assembly to
write proposals about things with
which students are concerned.
Green said the Assembly was
trying to act like it knew more about
economic problems than it did.
Green motioned 'to close discus-
sion. A roll call vote was requested,
after a number of senators passed,
the amendment proposal failed by a
vote of 7-16-4.
by MIchael Dell' Angelo
News EcUtor
and Jennifer Levan
Assodate News Editor
After a marathon discussion, the
SGA Assembly failed a proposal
that would require the college to
give preference to American prod-
ucts on purchases exceeding
$1,500.
The proposal, sponsored by
Chad Marlow, house senator of
Wright,wouldhaveenco,uragedtlje, , . .
administration 10 adopt anofficial, I oon t know why [the
policy in WIjiC!!.JM!ffic;m-iM<!e<,~ A,~f.~!!!1?/)'hflSl.SIJJ:!i -__'
products were gIVen preference. intelpel/odon about taking
Foreign products would not be .,
purchased until "ail opportunities a leadership role.
to locate a comparable American - Chad Marlow house
good have been exhausted.'; The senator of Wright
proposal went on to request that the
college uphold a "'60 percent
American labor, 60 percent Ameri-
can parts'" standard in the new pur-
chasing policy.
Discussion included a series of
amendments. Penny Leisring,
house senator of KB, made a
friendly amendment 10 strike a
paragraph regarding the Honor
Code. Marlow had originally in-
Marlow motioned to amend
Leisring's amendment to include a
suggestion that colleges be notified
if the program was successful.
During the debate on Marlow's
motion, he cited the directive in the
issues project to reach out to other
colleges. He said, "I don't know
why [the Assembly has] such
interpellation about taking a leader-
ship role." Marlow's motion to
amend failed by a vote of 4-18--4.
Discussion returned to
- a compilation of other school's news College argues against all-day
patrols in 465-acre arboretum
the fact that there are always places
to hide in the wooded area.
"Campus Safety officers couldn't
even walk [the 465 acres of the
Arboretum 1 in a day," said Angell.
Both Stephanie Ray and Karen
Gillen of the EveryWomyn's Cen-
ter declined to comment on the sta-
tus of their petition. _
Brooks said the assault in the
Arboretum has made the adminis-
tration aware of the necessity of
increasing awareness, but stressed
that the assault was only the second
incident in 15 to 20 years.
He said that the assailant was a
devious person who would have
found a place to commit the crime
regardless of the location and also
stated that "unless there is a sig-
nificant increase [in assaults], we
don't have a problem."
NYU students hold drag queen pageant ContinlU!dfromp.l
ing that officers should regularly
patrol the Arboretum.
Stewart Angell, director of Cam-
pus Safety, said that he could "put
100 Campus Safety officers in the
Arboretum and still not guarantee
safety." Added Angell, "Campus
Safety patrols the arboretum every
day, randomly."
The benefits do not outweigh the
costs, according to Angell, who
said the officers would have to pa-
trol the entire Arboretum because
"if you're going to provide that
safety in one place you have to
provide it for the entire area."
Angell also believes the two
Campus Safety officers patrolling
the Arboretum from sunrise to sun-
set would not provide added safety
because of the size of the area and
Last month eleven male students at NYU put on women's clothing
in the university's first "Miss NYU Pageant"-a pageant for drag
queens.
An earlier attempt by NYU's Student Activities Board to cancel the event prompted a rail y by dozens
of students who supported the pageant.
President of George Washington University's Student
Government resigns after making racial slur
Speaking to his friends about Will Griffen, his opponent for the Student Government presidency,
Michael Musante, current president, said, "Could you imagine what would have happened ifthat DIgger
had won"!"
After hi's racist remark was revealed in an editorial in the student oewspaper, Musante resigned his
post and apologized at a special campus-wide meeting on race relations. .
About 3,000 people attended the meetiog, which was pan of a prevIOusly scheduled Unity Week to
promote racial understanding on campus.
Infonnation compiled from The Chronicle of High£r EdJu;aJion
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Chlorine is added to drinking water to kill germs ft is the ..
While chlorine does provide germ protection ~does t ~ost ~mmon diSinfectant used in the Un~ed States.
naturally ocurring harmless chemicals to for;" ch no I athrm umansdl~ectly. However, ~ maycombinew~h
. erruca s at may cause cancer These 11-'".. .
products." Drinking water treatment is changing to avoid th ~J • - are ca tnJ readlOn
I e proorern of reactIon products.
by April Oodls
Associate News Editor
Recently, the University of
Rhode Island has been experienc-
ing difficulties with its water
causing some speculation as t~
whether Connecticut College will
face similar circumstances.
Because of high coliform bacte-
ria levels at URI, the 13,000 resi-
dential students have been unable
to drink or brush their teeth with
their tap water. As a result, the col-
lege has had to impon bottled water
to the campus. More than 10;000
gallons of bottled water were used
during the first week of the water
ban alone.
Coliform bacteria are naturally
found in people's intestines. Colif-
orms are not harmful themselves,
but they often indicate the presence
of germs which are harmful. For
this reason, water that contains col-
iform bacteria may be considered to
be contaminated.
Debralyn Marshall-Baker, su-
perintendent of Water and Sewer
Maintenance for the New London
Division of Water, says that it is
unlikely that a similar situation will
Occur at Connecticut College.
"What they had problems with, we
lest for every week," she said.
Every Tuesday, two water
samples are taken from the college.
One is taken from sample site
number three, a low pressure area
near the Charles B. Luce Field
House and the Coast Guard Acad-
emy; the other is taken from sample
site number four, a high pressure
'~'J
.~~.:,: l~:'.' .'.';1!
"I am taking CPR next semester. S~Cking;a;e ~;th a dummie is 0)/
the action I'll be gelting nexl semester."
- an anonymous Housefellow during pre-registration
The Came~
Heard ...
"If this proposal [lops, we'll look like the biggest asses in
Connecticut, and this time they won't confuse us with UConn."
- Sean Spicer during the SGA discussion on whether to pass Chad
Marlow's "buy American" legislation
"Hooking up is 'Over-rated"
- Jonathan Wales, overheard iJl the bar.
the month of October was termed
"excellent" in that month's water
quality report, Taste, color, and
odor were also deemed excellent in
a continued improvement over the
month of August
Water during the month of Oc-
tober was found to be slightly more
cloudy than it normally is because
the Westomore main is currently
being cleansed by intense flushing.
Due to this flushing, elevated tur-
bidity is also predicted for the
month of November.
Testing was done to detennine
whether rust deposits whicli Were
detected in September are being
caused by iron bacteria colonies.
No iron bacteria were found, al-
though the Water Division was
fully prepared, in the event that
bacteria colonies were found, to
shut off the water of the main cam-
pus overnight in order begin heavy
dosing of the pipes with chlorine.
Parents' alcohol
survey "laid to rest"
by AprU Oadls
Assodate Nrrw. EdItor
Swimmer, vice-president of SGA,
made a very enlightening speech on
the subject Swimmer said she had
considered forming a new club on
campus to promote an alcohol-free
environment when she first came to
college. However, after attending
campus parties, she realized the
parties have as much to do with
socializing as they do with drink-
ing. "She realized that we already
have an organization on campus
which plans alcohol-free events;
the SAC. Most SAC parties nowa-
days are alcohol-free," said
Shanley.
At Monday's Executive Board
meeting with Niering, it was agreed
that no such questionnaire would be
sent home to parents. In its place, a
few comments by students about
the existing campus alcohol policy
will be sent home to parents as an
informative measure.
In his comments to Shanley,
Niering congratulated students on
their responsible behavior. "He
said that he'd learned a lot of things
hedidn 'tknow ahoutalcohol use on
this campus. And then he asked me
what I thought about the idea of his
taking a walk around Ihe donns at
Barn on some Sunday moming,'
Shanley encouta&ed N\etlng to
do so ,{he \\adan'j tm\\\et: (\ue'S\.\ous
about life on campus. saying. "You
bve everjrrilfltr to tfWthAL ... -< I
Shanley believes that the issue of
direct parental involvement in stu-
dent drinking has "been laid to
rest." However, the APRC ques-
tionnaire has opened the door to
further discussion about alcohol
use on campus. "Issues about stu-
dent responsibility may arise in the
future," said Shanley.
)
Last Monday theSGA Executive
Board met with William Niering,
acting president of the college, to
discuss, among other things, the
APRC mailing to parents which at
one time contained an explicit
questionnaire for the parents ask-
ing them what they believe the al-
cohol policy ought to be on the
Connecticut College campus.
The questionnaire originally
contained approximately four
questions centering on gathering
parental opinion on to what extent
the college should be controlling
campus alcohol use.This, accord-
ing to Colleen Shanley, president
of the SGA, "would seem like an
invitation to parents to have a say
about what goes on on campus. It
shouldn't be that they have a direct
say. Parents are not really a pan of
this living community; they are
only an extended pan of it."
The issue of the questionaire,
which was being considered for
mailing to parents, was brought be-
fore the SGA last week by Marisa
Farina, president of the class of
1993 and a member of APRC. The
Assembly expressed intense disap-
proval of \his 1J[O\lOSed ac..tion. and
Farilla brought the concerns and
criticiSms oft1ie-.AuenJbly btick to
the APRC who then drafted a dif-
ferent set of questions.
Through SGA discussion about
the mailings to parents and about
the broader issue of alcohol policy
in general, many arguments were
made in favor of continued student
self-regulation.
According to Shanley, Robin
to expand its membership to in-
clude members who are directly
involved with issues of campus
safety on a more comprehensive
level. Gaffney said that his pro-
posal would "ensure a direct link
from the committee to SGA."
Prior to the change the C-Book
stated that three students should sit
un the Campus Safety committee.
One, and no more than two, should
be appointed by the SGA president.
DellaMonaca's proposal was
written from an agreement made
between the Campus Safety com-
mi uee and S tewart Angell, director
of Campus Safety.
The proposal establishes a grace
period from the $10 lock-out fee
charged by campus safety.
The grace period established by
the proposal would "[begin] on the
official return date for student ad-
visers and [end] the Monday after
classes begin, at 8 am"
The grace period would allow
new and returning students to be-
come acquainted with the auto-shut
and auto-locking doors.
DellaMonaca indicated in his
presentation of the proposal that
this does not mark an end to the
Assembly passes lock-out compromise
committee's discussion on the
policy of charging students who are
locked out Some' opposition was
raised on the floor which addressed
that very point.
The Assembly passed the pro-
posal by a vote of 24-1-D.
In response to concerns that
Angell would not be willing to fur-
ther alter the policy in the future
given the acceptance of this pro-
posal DellaMonaca assured the As-
sembly that Angell said that this
does not close the book on the issue.
Assembly members in favor of the
proposal further argued that some
change is better than none at all.
This proposal comes shortly after
Sean Spicer, house senator of JA,
announced during committee re-
ports that he personall y forwarded a
letter to Angell requesting response
to proposals, in the form of sug-
gestions passed by SGA last year.
The proposals in question sug-
gested that a student's first lock-out
be free, the second five dollars and
each there after $10.
The current policy, which
charges students $10 for all lock-
outs, was instituted last year by the
Campus Safety department
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by Michael Dell' Angelo
News Editor
SGA Assembly passed two pro-
posals dealing with campus safety
issues Thursday. Proposal 19,
sponsored by Michael Gaffney,
chair of the Campus Safety com-
mittee, seeks to expand the mem-
bership of the Campus Safety
committee.
Proposal 21, sponsored by
Michael DellaMonaca, house sena-
tor of Hamilton, establishes a pe-
riod during which the $10 charge
for lock -outs would be suspended.
Gaffney's proposal passed by a
unanimous vote. The proposal
changes the by-laws of SGA which
will appear in the C-Book.
That section will now read
"There shall be .three undergradu-
ate students elected by the Assem-
bly, at least one of which will be an
Assembly member; one House
Governor elected by the Board of
House Governors; and one
Housefellow elected by the House-
fellows."
During his presentation of the
proposal, Gaffney argued that the
Campus Safety committee needed
Yes. The addition of fluoride to drinking water h Iy .
suggesting that fluoride was a possibl as. great Improved our dental health. Recent reports
. . e cancer-causmq chemical proved to be . ect R .
disinfectant chloramine do however makew . '" tncorr . uoride and the
eheck with their doctor m,;,ut their ;ource of~~;~~su~ableforuse ,n kidn<lyd,alysis. Dialysis patients should
Information compiled from Plain Talk About Drinking Water, by Dr. James M. Symons
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Serving up a feast:
Cafe Coco from the Beaux
makes a splash on campus
d And what about that cover? Thedetail involved in making a recor -
fi Beaux do a tour every year, visitinging, having all the pieces It to-
gether, and the precision needed 10 places such as Martha's Vinyardto
make a well-polished finished perform. While in Philadelphia,
r th they spotted a little cafe called the
product. Elicker be ieves e Cafe Coco, and the rest is pictoral
Beaux's favorite track, collee-
tively, is "Crazy," which is one of history.
b The Beaux are already lookingthe tougher songs to perform, ut
forward to the future. Next semes-also one of the most fun.
James Macknik fondly described ter they wilt have a new bunch of
his least favorite part in recording songs for their playlist, and hope to
as being the hour at Wh"i"ch=th"e~y="po=SS"ib"l"y"r"e"lease==an=a"l"bu"m=e"v"e,,"ry
started every day - 2 "
a.m. The reason for
this, according 10
Macknik, is "if we
started any later, other
bands would come in
to other rooms and the
sound would bleed
into our recording."
His favorite part of
recording was the
process of blending
and placing of all the
separate parts to-
gether. Background would be re-
corded and then trios and solos
placed over it. He also enjoyed the
process of designing the cover.
Macknik thinks the making of the
CD was a great lhing to happen to
the Beaux, for it helped them im-
prove soundwise. "Little problems
. don't matter live, but on a record-
ing, it's all the people have."
Judy Alford commented on the
intcnsny of the process, mentioning
that twice the Beaux had to put in
I8-hour days. "Our entire focus
was the CD," he said, adding, "It
was a cool experience being so in-
volved in one thing for such a long
time."
Alford's personal favorites on
the recording are "Crazy." "Father
Figure," and ''Empty Garden,"
by Carl' Schultz
The College Voice
OK, we're well into the semester
now, and at this point you must at
least have heard of, if not seen, the
Beaux. Connecticut College's male
a capella singing group has been
spotted crooning away at several
locations and events this year.
And those of you who can 'I get
enough of 'em have reason to sing
yourselves - portable Co Co
Beaux! With the release of the
Beaux's new compact disc, Cafe
Coco, you can listen to those guys
any 01' time you want.
The album, served to us by the
Beaux in the fashion of a menu on
the back cover, starts off with
Seal's "Crazy" which makes a
strong opener.
Sting's "Why Should I Cry for
You?" follows. Being a big Sting
fan, I'm biased, and think that this
particular song could have been
done differently and perhaps a little
better, but I have no real complaints
about it.
A. few songs later the Beaux
swing you back into that alternate
universe loved by so many on
campus-the 'SO's,with "Freeze
Frame" by the J. Geils Band. The
next trnck was my favorite, "Don't
Let the Sun Go Down on Me" by
Elton John, a song described by
Oleta Adams as " ... simmering as
gospel gravy," which the Beaux
took to wonderful heights.
What did the Beaux themselves
think of the recording process?
Pitch Brett Elicker said the best part
for him was "hanging out with ev-
eryone and doing what we like the
mOS4which is music."
Elicker also enjoyed all of the
And those of you who can't get
enough of 'em have reason to
sing yourselves - portable Co
Co Beaux! With the release of
the Beaux's new compact disc,
you can listen to those guys any
'01 time you want.~
'"Marcel Marceau captivated Wednesday's audience with his wordless magic.
When words get
)n lhe way .•.
other year from now on, to give
everyone involved in the group a
chance to record.
Finally, anolher of litehighlights
of the album is "Ko Ko Bo," an
amusing adaptation from the Beach
Boys. It's a great song for the car.
You can laugh along with all the
jokes while your friends feel left out
and unbonded since they have no
idea what Cro is, nor the Beaux for
that matter.
But even they will be able to
enjoy the great musical experience
called Co Co Beaux. So get your
paws on a CD, go catch a perfor-
mance. And be joyous, you can get
your Beaux in crisp clean CD
sound, marking the end of self-re-
corded Beaux bootlegs. Isn't life
grand?
In The Bird Keeper, Marcel
Marceau portrays a man who
through his keeping of birds real-
izes how captive we all are. The
Painter depicts a painter coming to
terms with the fact that he sees
things differently from other
people. And in The Trial, we find a
man accused of murder brought be-
fore a judge, and how he comes to
die. In Pygmalion, Marceau tells a
different version of the greek tale of
the sculptor who fell in love with
his work. Probably his best panto-
mime is The Mas/anaker, in which
the audience is confronted with a
man who uses his masks of misery
and-joy to find his inner sorrow.
In 1947, Marceau created "Bip,"
the clown, who in his striped pull-
over and battered, beflowered op-
era hal, has become Marceau's al-
ter-ego. Bip's misadventures with
everything from butterflies 10lions,
on ships and trains, are limitless.
In Rip Commits Suicide, the au-
dience sees Bip confronted by the
loss of his love and all the thoughts
leading up to him realizing he's
better off without her. Rip the
Great Star of the Circus portrays e
Bip as a ticket-seller dreaming of'~
what might have been. AndRipthe ~
Soldier shows the inner conflict ~
experienced by every person at the £
thought of picking up and going off ~
to war. ~
Marceau has given so much of ~
himself to so many people around ~
the world, through his art, and last 5'
Wednesday I saw for myself that ~
words are not always enough or ;;
good enough. As he says, "1cannot ~
by James S.lItangelo
Assodate A&E Editor
Marcel Marceau, universally ac-
claimed as the greatest living mime
in the world, performed at the Garde
Arts Center Wednesday. The per-
formance, sponsored by The Day,
started at 7:30 p.m. and played to a
full audience. Marceau performed
five of his famous style pantomimes
and four of his critically acclaimed
"Bip" pantomimes.
As a rule, after seeing some son
of performance, I have been known
to sit in front of myMacintosh Clas-
sic II and writean article about what
was performed and give a little
background on the performers, but
if! was todo thatafter this particular
evening, I believe I would be doing
not only the reader and myself, but
also Marceau, a great injustice.
You have 10realize that on this
particular evening I saw one of the
greatest performers in the history of
theater. And 10tell you that he was
born in Sttasborg, Franceand began
his career in 1946 at Charles
Dullin's School of Dramatic Arts in
Paris, and to finish by telling you
what time he left the stage, some-
how does not seem to help explain
the absolute magic experienced by
the audience that night and by
anyone wbo has ever experienced a
Marcel Marceau performance.
Since 1955Marceau has been en-
tertaining American audiences wi th
his style pantomimes and satires on
everything from sculptors 10mara-
dors. Ineach performance hebrings
people closer to their own little pe-
.....I;.....; :~".'- ._L. .
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Madonna accentuates
her dominatrix image
Madonna has picked a part of our
lives that most Americans really do
not like discussing, our fantasy life.
And she has gone about it with
obvious flair.
Madonna Purposely disturbs our
sense of sexual security and reveals
what people may think but do not
ever dare say.
Of course, along with a new al-
bum comes another Madonna con-
troversy (this one, unfonunately,
isn't new) with MTV refusing to
play the Erotica video until late in
the evening when mature audiences
can appreciate it, similar to the
Justify My Love hullabaloo.
My question is, who qualifies as
mature, certainly not the four or
five drunken guys outside my win- ~
dow singing Michael Row Your ~
0:Boat Ashore? ~
.Madonna has broken new ground ~
WIth her album, and has again _
changed her persona to fit the aJ- ~
bum, or, more likely, produced an ~
album which fits her new lifestyle. ]
However ,I am not sure if! really "'':':'=====
want to know Madonna's deepest Mado~na reveals all with her trademark styleln her new book, Sex.
and darkest fantasies. How much Bickford unveils meaning behind
more can we learn about Madonna?
Itseems to me the more she exposes •
herself the less we truly know about Image and text in Chinese Artwork
her. 1recommend bringing your ID
to the record store, because there is
the infamous Parental Advisory
Jabel, and all for the word b - - - -!
By ShonaJl RaJanJ
Associate A&E Editor
Well, I have to tell you right off
that I like Madonna very much, I
really do. She does what she wants,
regardless of her critics. With her
new album Erotica and book Sex
she delves into her own fantasies
and reveals her well-known affin-
ity for playing the dominatrix.
This media onslaught by Ma-
donna is nothing new to ber audi-
ences and neither is her bold be-
havior. What is new is the tie- in
between her new book, new album
and new image. (Although $50 for
a book seems a little much!)
The album seductively draws
you into her world with songs like
Erotica, Fever (originally done by
Peggy Lee), Deeper and Deeper,
and Thief of Hearts. When you lis-
ten lODeeper and Deeper you will
notice a refrain from Vogue.
Although these songs are good
(at least I think so) the overall al-
bum is not what I expected. I an-
ticipated a more dance-pop album
with the majority of songs making
me get up and move. However.the
album grows on you even though it
incorporates the standard mother/
father dilemma.
The album is fairly long, fourteen
songs in all, and is a fully thematic
piece along the obvious erotic line.
dred years ago were able to create a
unique art torm, by utilizing the
complimentary nature of the "pic-
toria! meaningoffhe picture and the
calligraphic meaning of the text"
Bickford went on to explain how
written Chinese characters are such
an integral part of the visual culture
of China. The calligraphy itself
requires SO much skill and training
that it is an art form in itself.
Bickford provided many ex-
amples of words and characters be-
ing used to bring another dimension
hy Luke Brennan
A&EEdltor
On Thursday, Maggie Bickford,
a Connecticut College alumna and
assistant professor of Chinese Art
at Brown University, gave a lecture
titled "Word and Image in Chinese
Art."
The talk covered Bickford's
special interest: the relationship
between images and text in Chinese
painting. In it. she described how
Chinese scholars of several hun-
Madonna brings on new controversy with Erotica release.
Please recycle
HELP WANTED part time for front
desk. We seek enthusiastic person
with good communicaIion and
telephone skills. Please apply in
person. East Lyme Days Inn, Exit 74
239 Randers Rd. N7739-395I
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to anwcrs. Allbough the earliest
occurrences of words in pictures
are found in tombs. this type ofan
eventually appeared in many dif-
ferent fonns including paintings,
architecture, clothing, and even
eating utensils.
While the presence of the text
and characters were often used to
heighten effect, they were used to
educate as well. In same cases, text
was added to historical narratives,
so that those viewing the art would
be able to learn from the events of
the past
According to Bickford, perhaps
the most important development in
the area of this type of artwork
appeared with the coming of Bud-
dhism to China. Like the Chris-
tians, she explained, Buddhist mis-
sionaries often used pictures that
told a story to explain the history
and principles of Buddhism to con-
verts.
Many of these educational illus-
trations, however, were wordless;
the people whom the Buddhists
hoped to convert were illiterate and
the lack of text enabled the Bud-
dhists to convey a greater sense of
universality about their faith to the
Chinese people.
Bickford gave an extremely in-
formative talk and was able to
cover many different aspects of
Chinese art in a shan amount of
time. She demonstrated an impres-
sive range of knowledge on the
subject, and perhaps more impor-
tantly, a strong enthusiasm for
what sbe has chosen to study.
Save Big on Spring Break
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas.
Margarita and Florida from S119.
Book Early and Save SSS!Organize
group and travel free! Call Sunsplash
SPORTS
Schmoozing with Dob and Pops:
Freeman continues to dominate Campus Sega Hockey
same as the Colts and Benga!s. 4-5.
What is all this leading 1O?Well, it
simply re-affirms one of our
stronger football convictioos that
the key toW's and L' s in football is
turnovers and not necessarily
yardage ... LooHor60Minules 10
air a story focusing on the
Washington Redskins much
maligned quarterback titled, "Mark
Rypien: Man or Dog? Find Out
What the FBI Knows" . . .
Touchdown, Dobbigib! . .. We
would like to bid a farewell to one
of Pops' childhood heroes,
Lawrence Taylor, who may have
played his last game on Sunday the
8th. Some kids grew up on
Cheerios and cartoons. Well,
Papadopoulos grew up on #56, and
we'd just like to say, "Thanks for
the memories, L.T."
81 Dobb1 Gibson
and DIve Pllpadopoulous
The College Voice
Foolball
Just how meaningful are the
offense and defense ranlcings for
the 28 NFL reams? Well, consider
these numbers: The AFC West
leading Denver Broncos have
compiled an impressive 6-3
record. However, they are ranked
24th in offense and 26th in defense.
Furthermore, the Cincinnati
Bengals and the Indianapolis Colts
have both amassed respectable 4-5
records. Where do they rank on
"0" and "D"? The Bengals rank
25th in offense and 27th in defense
while the Dolts rank 27th and 25th
respectively. Meanwhile, the SD
Chargers flaunt the 2nd best
defense in the NFL and the 9th best
offense. What's their record? The
Clavier Music, the store in the
Crystal Mall which sells organs,
has decided to offer a new unpaid
internship to any interested student.
New January Internship
Offered
Schmoozing has helped Clavier
Music to develop a one-of-a-lcind
intem training program for future
NHL arena organists. For the
month of January, one lucky
student from Conn will be able 10
fill the mall with the timeless
sounds of hockey fight songs,
between period hockey polka, and
general before-face-off-pump-the-
crowd-up jams. No prior musical
experience is neccessary. but the
student must provide his or her own
Milwaukee's Best beer and red
polyester blazer. See Mrs.
FinkleschmidlZ in the Office of
Minimal Career Opportunites for
details.
Sega Hockey Update
Freeman dorm (yeah, it's a damn
dorm, not a house) continues 10
dominate the campus Sega Hockey
scene. Last Week, Andrew Gibian,
a resident of Freeman's second
floor, marched into the much talked
about hotbed of Sega hockey on
Wright's first floor and defeated a
sorry Mark Rooney 7~. Gibian's
Women's hoopsters have high
nO\1estor successful season
(
Vol coa set a set a scooct record by
pulling down 377 rebounds and an
average of 12.8 points a game.
According to the Baron's Guide making her a third-team AII-
to Colleges and other invaluable American. Bonnie Silberstein,
tomes, Connecticut College has a another junior, made 53 percent of
student population of roughly her field goals, another Conn
1,600. According to the Office of College best, alld chipped in 8.1
Athletic Information, the ppg. First year studentBem Macca
Connecticut College women's found herselfon the Freshman AIl-
basketball teanflli<,w an average of American squad by scoring in 10.1
106 fans to their twelve home points-per-game.
games in 1991-1992. And Now that the 1,494 students
according to the principle of have been brought up to speed on
subtraction, roughly 1,494 Conn the events of last season, here is
students did not watch one of the hw at everyone (faculty and
premier teams in Division III Campus Safety included) can
basketball take 10 the court last
year. Here is what they missed.' expect for 1992-1993. Although
Lynch has graduated, she is the
Thirteen games into the season - I
the Camels' record stood at 7~' on y player not returning to the
-v, squad this winter.
including five straight losses
While they were above .500, it was' .In addition 10co-captain Wood,
Silberstein, and Macca, there are
not the success to which a team that
had made eight final four numerous other individuals who
will make. significant
appearances in the last nine years contributions to the team.
was accustomed.A . Co-captain Erika Gillis brings
mouvated squad proceeded 10 10.6 points, 6.9 rebounds, 95
down eleven consecutive assists, and three years of starting
opponents, including a five point to the gym_
tnumpboverBrandeisintheECAC Stephanie Zarum, a sophomore
play-offs, to vastly improve their
record to 18-6. However guard who was injured prior 10last
MiddleburydeniedConnoftwelv; year's tomnament, is healthy and
in a row and an ECAC eager.1Oresume her long-distancebombmg; she boiSled thirty-two
championship by defeating the shots from behind the three-point
"Camels 66-60 in the semifmals. -stnpe last season. Jenny
Despite the Jackof a title, it was a Thompson, anocher secood year
typically outstanding season for a guard, has shown vast
team composed of typically improvement and will see more
oulSlanding players. playing time this winter. Senior
Senior Elizabeth Lynch set new forward Aimee Beauchamp and
COfUIrecords forpoints,fIeldgoals, JunIOr guard Mamie Sher should
and free-throw percentages in a provide valuable minutes.
season. The AIl-American guard There will also be two new pairs
claimed the all-time Camel scoring of sneakers on the coon quite a bit
crown by finishing with 1601 this winter; C. J. Stuart a junior
career poInts and 711 fIeld goals in guard who transferred fr' R
herfouryearsatConn. JuniorEsty and Page Lindsey, a ~~Sh::
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forward from Oklahoma City.
However, simply having a
talented group of people does not
guarantee success. The man who
every year is able to mold his
players into a team is Bill Lessig,
who owns a life-time record of
. 15~2 at Conn.
-After having coached the men's
soccer team to an ECAC
championship this fall on ':;
Harlrness Green, Lessig moves to ,lj
his winter home across ROUle 32 <3
with the same expectations. "We .l!
have a good core of seven to eight l
players," said the coach. 'That il:
should put us back in the ,Jl
championship hunt." Lessig will "'~~~~:;;;;~:;;-:==-;=~~~"!IIlI"!IIlI~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~~~
ann his team for this hunt with an Women's basketball shoots fer a winning season.
exciting system of basketball. The
Camels feature a tenacious man-
to-man defense that involves
defenders playing in their
opponents' faces. They will
occasionally employ a woe and a
stifling full-eourt press, allowing
them to consistently score
numerous points off turnovers.
On offense, COfUIuses a high-
tempo fast break which enabled
them to average 71.2 points a
contest, including a 115-54
annihilation of Bates. Despite
their high-octane style of play, the
coach does not allow his players to
forget the basics. TheCamels, who
were fouled of1en, shot 67 percent
from the free-throw line, averaged
53.6 rebounds a game, and
frequently give the ball inside to
their pair of 6'2" centers.
Although the ingredients for a
successful season appear in place
on paper, the team will have 10
p~ve itself on the court against
stiff competition. The Camels
play "one of the toughest
'lJ;hed~les in New England,"
according to Lessig. The coach is
Rangers played Rooney's Canucks
in Vancouver for the game. After
the loss, ernbarrased Wright first
floor members threatened to cut off
Rooney's thumbs. Rooney retired
from Sega for the day (with what
was left of his dignity) at a very
early six o'clock. Word is that
Marshall has been getting beaten
pretty regularly by Wright.
Branford player Kenny Widmann
(aka Kenny Williams) has ventured
down to Freeman with his Red
Wings quite a bit lately, but usually
has fallen victim to Dob's North
Stars (only rated a two), Rob
Stephenson's Bruins, or Gibian's
Rangers. No one wants to play
Widmann on Madden Football
though. Dave Baum will be
returning to campus after Turkey
Break to host, along with
Schmoozing, an all-campus Sega
Hockey single elimination tourney.
Look for details in this space in the
coming weeks.
the Niners. Final Score: SF 4gers
41. Falcons 3 (Woops, uh oh).
Result We lose.by 31 points (justa
bit outside). Well, we had no idea
that the Falcons were perhaps the
worst team ever to suit up in the
history of sport. Theirperformance
in the 2nd half had provided a
strong argument for roiling this
franchise defunct. Just make them
stop, please. After this pick, we
also considered shutting down the
Mondaynightpick. But.no, We're
fighters for God's sake and we are
going to forge ahead. So we'll take
our beleaguered 5-4 record and
move on to this week's Bills-
Dolphins match up. Both teams
sport 7-2 marks and first place in
the AFC East is on the line. The one
point favorite Bills were absolutely
embarassed by the Fish a month or
so ago in Orchard Park. However,
we like them to tum the tables down
in Miami even' though they do not
historically play well on grass.
Take the Bills, give up the point,
and hope that the Falcons don't
crash the party. We'll see you in the
winner's circle.=====
Monday Night Pick
not exaggerating, as teams like Despite the strength of their
improved Weslyan, well-coached opponents, Conn fans should
Amherst, strong UMass- anticipate another outstanding
Dartmouth, tough Tufts, and a season. 'The players expect to do
team that made a trip to the final well," said Lessig. Needless to say,
four last year, Eastern they also like 10 receive support
Connecticut, fill their slate of from the peers. There are 1,494
games. Add in an grueling trip to people on this campus who life
Maine inFebuary to play Bowdoin missing a chance 10witness one of
and Colby on back-to-back the best basketball teams in the
evenings and the Camels should nation. After all, how many times
have their schedules full. can one go to the Coffee G ound?r _
Quaker Hill Chinese Food--~o-~-..,...~BalPrbaa4iMBalFood"
"'......~ _, Call for
11;00.. -10:oopl1l
Frido,& .... ,d., DeliveryII;oo __ l1:oop=
"-....=~,",.pm 437-7887
10% off
for students
and staffr--------------------I L"ncll SPftiaJ '
1 {1l.. -3pm} I
C
Stned will Pari: Fried Rla: I •••••••••••
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bMcta willi Broccoli .$3.55 Cincr'aI TIO. Okk.ao". $4.75.
.• . •• BOIIdes:tS~Ilibs •••. susl
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I
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I Fridll1
I Special COlDbiutiOll I 11:3OUII-9:30 pm
I (Served with Egg RoIIltld Fried Ricr) • Wcdllad.l1. Satunla1
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SPORTS
The Men's Basketball Team hopes to rise above last year's season.
Men's basketball team
looks for winning ways
Betts seemed confidant about the
squads chances this year saying, "I
see a complete 360-degree around
from last season, because people's
attitudes are much more positive
Chisseason."
In addition to Betts and Frishling,
Will Manual is returning to tty to
better his solid freshman year.
where he wes eemed to--the--AJI
NESCAC Rookie team.Other key
players returning are Eric Widmar,
Bob Tumer, and Tom Satran,
The team is also expected to get
major contributions from freshmen
Jason BetlS and Andre Wright
The team has worked extremely
hard in the off season and is excited
about the upcoming season. They
have a lot of potential, and with
continued hard work the team
should certainly do well this
season, which tips off December I,
when Roger Williams travels to
Conn's new gymnasium.
By Ed Metzendorf
The College Voice
The men's basketball is coming
off a disappointing 5-19 season.
Despite last year's lack of success
the team has gained a new
confidence. The team's potential
was displayed late last season when
they were narrowly defealed by
Colby.
The Camels gelled that night,
discovering they could play with
anyone. Colby has been a perennial
New England power for many
years. This year's team has learned
from that loss and knows they can
be a successful team.
The 1992-93 team has built a
solid nucleus throughout the last
couple of years. The team only lost
one senior to graduation. Captains
and leading scorers Teddy
Frishling (16.7 ppg) and William
Betts (13.8 ppg) are both returning.
SYRACUSE ABKuAD
ENGLAND. HUNGARY· GERMANY· SPAIN·
FRANCE • ITALY· POLAND· AUSTRALIA·
CZECHOSLOVAKIA· ISRAEL·
Apply now for SPRING 93
• Internships
• Courses
• Field Study
Enrich your learning, your life, your resume.
Substantial Study Abroad Grants are Available,
For Information & catalog:
1-800-235-3472
SPRING 93
L
. . Syracuse University
~
Division of International
Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
'M,wiM,1 Syracuse, NY 13244-4170
1MUpdate:
Low Lifes victorious over Power
Boot for soccer championship
Soccer Cbampionship
During the past two weeks
intramural soccer has been at its
peak with the two semifinals and
the final. The first semifinal
matched the top seeded and
undefeated Low Lifes against an
agressive Moscow Express squad
which had rolled into the playoffs
after a shaky start.
But the Express was derailed
when with just six seconds left in
the first half Jean-Eric Penicaud
found a crack in a very solid
Express defense to score a brilliant
and decisive goal, as the Low Lifes
held on for the 1-0 victory.
Ed Metzendorf was sparkling in
goal as he secured yet another
shutout for the Low Lifes. The
second semifinal was the much
anticipated re-match between the
second seeded Power Boot and the
third seeded Mulligans.
Power Boot jumped out to a
quick 1-0 lead with a goal by Pete
Festersen, Mulligan's then
answered with a quick response by
Charlie Adams. Power Boot
showed the quick strike ability
which had carried them aU year
~et.!C-dtwo quick goals. both by Rob
Stevenson.
The MuUigans were able 10 net
one more goal, but could not tie the
game before Stevenson completed
his hat trick with an open net goal,
making the final score 4-2.
The final was a much anticipated
one, as the chatter and trash talking
between the tearns peaked as the
teams took to Chapel Field on
Wednesday afternoon.
The contest was a hard fought
one as the defensive stars of both,
teams, Rick Guthke for Power Boot
ami,Chad Glauser for the Low
Lifes, excelled as the first half
ended with the score tied at ()..{).
The second half opened with
Power Boot dominating play,
keeping the ball in the Low Lifes
half of the field.
The tide turned quickly,
however, when suddenly with
about four minutes remaining Cy
Fulp took a long pass from Chad
Glauser and powered a shot past
Power Boot goalie Barnaby Hall.
This would be the deciding goal
as the Low Lifes defense and goalie
Metzendorf stymied the Power
Boot enslaught for the the final
minutes of the game to capture the
Intramural Soccer Championship.
1M Superbowl
In the long anticipated match-up
of flag football powers at
Connecticut College, the EM (East
Meadow) Airplanes sat on an early
touchdown to win the 1992
Intramural Flag Football Super
Bowl, 7-0, over previously
unbeaten NFC.
Both teams brought to the final
receiver and QB combinations that
sliced through regular season
opponents like butter, In the end,
however, a Matt Shea to Fran
Higgins aerial spelled the
championship for the Airplanes.
NFC's air lords, Luis Montalvo
(QB) and WR's Pete Everett and
Ken Widmann, wereforeed to throw
downfield too often and out of their
possesion garne.
Airplanes' safety Jay
Schinderman made three fantastic
breakups of Montalvo attempts to
frustrate any sustained NFC drive.
Four times the Airplanes' defense
took over on downs with NFC
throwing on 3rd and long situations.
It was the 3rd down efficiency of
the Airplanes' offense and QB Man
Shea that ate up crucial clock for the
winners. Higgins and other WR's
Dave Howes and Andrew Curtis
were excellent possession targets
for Shea, who also lumbered for
close to 100 yards.
Coed Volleyball
It was an exciting first week in
the 1M Coed Volleyball League as
the expanded facilities at theCharles
B. Luce Athletic Center allowed for
a total of sixteen matcnes \0 be
played. OnMondaynigh~ TheBeasl
easily defeated EKP 15-6;15-'1'0.
The Staff Spikers. a ream made up
of Connecticut College staff
members, also had an easy go of it
as they defeated Infidelity 15-3,
15-10.
In the night's only three game
match, the Setters defeated Air
Bounce 10-15, 15-9, 15-10. In
other action Monday night, Die
Hardest was victorious over
AerodynamicMonsters 16-14,15-
8, and Tatonk the Buffalo was a
forfeit winner over Divine
Intervention.
Unity was alsoa forfeit winner as
theEx-Coons were unable to make
the match due to a scheduling
conflict. Shazaam was an easy
winner over Ichabod Crane 15-3,
15-6. And in the final match,
Acocacolas was the winner over
Team Deet 15-5, 15-13.
On Wednesday, Air Bounce
managed to bounce back from their
loss earlier in the week to deafeat
Divine Intervention 15-5, 15-11.
Shazaan continued its winning ways
as they were victorious over
Aerodynam ic Monsters 15-10, 15-
12.
The Setters were victorious over
lchabod Crane in two game 15-6,
15-9. Acocacolas also continued
their winning ways on Wednesday
as they swept Infidelity 15-8,15-7.
Tearn Deet turned things around on
Wednesday with an easy win over
EKP IS-I, 15-7. Unity, Die
Hardest, and The Beast were all
winners by forfeit on Wednesday.
Floor Hockey
After one week of play, Hounds
ofDestruetion and Harkness sit atop
the Bisselle Division of the
Women 'sFloor Hockey League. In
their first game of the week, Hounds
of Destruction, led by Martha
Buchan and Louise Brooks won a
squeaker over SSS 2-0. They
followed up on this victory with an
easy 6-D win on Thursday over
Two-Humped Camels. Di Cupps
netted a hat trick for the Hounds,
while teammate Julie Alkon had
two goals on the night
On Monday, Harkness won a
close contest over Two-Humped
Camels 4-3. Jen Kearney led the
war for Harkness with two goals
and an assist on the night In their
second game of theweek, Harkness
had a much easier go of it as they
were the easy winner of Larrabee
6-3.
Christa Holahan had two goals
for Harkness, while teammate Heidi
Szycherhad a goal and threcassists,
Chris Weillhoffer, Leza Walker, and
Natalie Dane netted goals for
Larrabee.
In other Bisselle Division action,
Quick Sticks was the easy winner
over UGH by a score 0/9-1. Kate
Greco had five goals and one assist
for Quick SticKs. A..\\ Mitche\\ had
the sole goa\. tOT\J.O .R.
SSS was the winner over U.O.H
by a whopping 1~1.rr:aUra Tseng
had seven goals and two assets,
while teammates Jessica Schwan
and Priscilla Pizzi both added hat
tricks.
In the Filler Division, Chicks with
Sticks and Soccer with Sticks appear
to be the teams to beat In their first
game of the week, Chicks with
Sticks had little trouble as they easily
disposedofStick'em Up4-2. Nicki
Hennessey, Sarah Ball, Susan
Walker, and Amy Nakarnaru all
tallied for the Chicks. Led by Sarah
Ball's four goals and one assist, the
Chicks were a 5-1 winner over
Whatever in their second game. len
Rockwell had the sole goal for
Whatever.
In their only game of the week,
Soccer with Sticks showed that they
were a team to be reckoned with a
decisive 7-I victory over Whatever.
Jen Eisenberg and Sara Ciotti each
had two goals for Soccer with Sticks.
In other Filler Division action,
Stick'em Upwasa4-1 winner over
the puckers. Jess Fuller had two
goals and lWO assists For Stick'em
Up.
The Puckers manage 10 gain a
split on the week as they were
victorious over Rous 2-0. Tali
Durant and Beth Grosman each
tallied for the Puckers.
Please recycle
(~..,
TheCoUeg,
Voice
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SPORTS
Cross country closes
season with success
at New England's
McGee leads women to best finish
"I was really nervous about this
8y Julie Granor race because I knew I had to finish
Acting Sports Edll... in the top len 10 qualify, but 1 was
With their best finish ever in the really excited about the race, and 1
th was excited because our whole team
New England championships, e r an well, not just me," McGee said
women's cross country team
ended their season on a high note of her race.
f Conn did not only have individuallast Saturday at the University 0
success last'Saturday, the team on
Southern Maine. the whole did much better than they ;.
Out of 38 teams, the women
hei . did last year, as six of their runnersplaced sixth, bettering t err I
Previous best finish of tenth place placed higher than they did astseason. while the seventh runner
in 1988. . ith
Conn ended up with 173 points zephyr Sherwin was running WI
only one point away from Coast an injury that she has had all season.
Guard, the fifth place finsher, and Despite her injury, Sherwin has
seven points behind fourth place contributed significantly to the learn
fmisher Tufts, However, it was throughout the year.
Bowdoin who ran away with the Coach Ned Bishop was pleased
meet, finishing with 48 points and with everyone's performance last
outscoring their closest opponent Saturday,commenting,"Wehadthe
WiUiams by 59 points. best meet we've ever had. It was
Once again, sophomore Katie outstanding." He was also
McGeeledthewayfortheCamels. especially pleased with the way co-
McGee placed eighth with a time captain Kat Havens ran and the
of 18:44, just 37 seconds behind contributions of freshmen Meghan
the leader from Bates, Kristy Clay and Hannah Copp. "Katranby
Goold. By fmishinl'. inthe top ten, far the best race she's run all
McGee 'became \he fu'S\. renneT 5e8SOn." Blshol) said, and added.
bom \he 'Women''!iI. \earn. \D ~ua\\.t'1 '''"The two f:reshmen had a much.
for National's. McGee also made bener impact this season thm:- ]
~ All New England Team. along . expected." Havens finished third
with junior Jetmichelle Devine, for Conn and.37th overall with a
who placed '11th overall with a personal best time of 19:37, while
time of 19:03. Clay and Copp finished 45th and
Women's Cross Country finished sixth in the New England Championships last Saturday. .
. . . I Themen's team placed fifteenth The Camels finished founeent
80th wlthumesofI9:48,and20.3 out of 34 teams with a score 423. last season at New England's, bi
respectlvely.. N E I d' ROTC runner Bob Stack finished had lost most of the top runnel
Conn's finish at ew ng an s first for the Camels placing 49th from last year to graduatior
capped off what was an II ith a time of 27·46 about According to Coach Jim Butler, fcdi on for the women overa WI· tho
outstan mg seas 2.20 d behind the leader. Conn to drop only one place I
runners. Throughout the year, the . secon s. .' i· hrn
ranked . th in New Sophomore Craig Momson and year was quite an accomp IS en
Camels were hh thmnfi . h last freshmen Martin Lund were the Coach Jim Butler was also happ
England. and WI eir uus . C I ,
. th ends the season next runners to finish for Conn with the way Don ran .~'
Saturday e team placing 54th and 104th Saturday. "1.thought we had a me
r~~\s~~. despite the toss of respectively. . solid effort, and 1was pleased tjl,
nsor Ravens the team has high Co-captain Charles Hibbard Lhefreshmen and sophomores ra
~pes of im~vjn8 as they retwn commented."1think:weran really sowell," Butlersaid.
their two lOp runners, McGee and weI!. We knew we were going up .With onlyonese~oron the tean /
Devine. McGee will compete in agamst some tough team, and we this year, the team did well and ha
the national meet this Saturday at had to perform well to maintain the a good chance of improving nex
Saratoga Springs performance we had last year." season.
The men's hockey team gears up for another season.
Hockey looks to improve this season
with age and experience on its side
by Julie Granot
Acllng Sports Editor
With one year already under
their belts competing in the East-
West Division in New England,
the men's varsity ice hockey team
believes they have the talent and
experience to have a successful
season.
Last season the Camels were
competing at higher level- for the
first time facing off against several
division " teams and the top
division III teams in New England.
At the beginning of the season,
Conn struggled a bit, losing eight
out of their fust nine games., and
was oUlScored by their opponenlS
51-16 in those games.
However, in the middle of the
season, the team began to hit their
stride winning seven of nine
gam<;s. At the end of the season,
strong performances by Bowdoin,
Hamilton and Williams were too
much for the Camels, who ended
up with a 8-13-2 record.
This year Conn expects to
improve that record as they only
lost four players to graduation and
return many of their key players on
both offense and defense. .
The team will look to co-captain
Chris Hawk for leadership this
season. Hawk was the MVP and
leading scorer last season, netting
15 goals and adding 16 assists,
In addition to Hawk, senior Malt
Hopkins and junior Rusty Stone
should provide a powerful
offensive punch for the Camels.
On defense, the learn will be
looking for solid performances
from co-captain Daniel Crowley
and junior Attila Kosa. Crowley's
experience and leadership should
be a big asset to the team, while
Kosa was the leading scorer for the
defensemen last year. These
players will be backed up byjunior
Dave Sanleusanio and sophomore
Tom DiNanno in the goal both 01
whom will do a good job ofkeeping
the puck out of the net.
According to Hopkins, the team
this year has a lot of depth and all of
the players are solid. '" think we
have three lines of preuy equal
players," Hopkins said. Other key
players for the team this season
include seniors Matt Cann and Ray
Woishek, juniors Marty Barrett
and Dustin Beaudry, and
sophomores Chris Doherty and
Dave Robern.
Hopkins also commented that
the key to winning games this year
will be determination, hustling and
solid forechecking. '" think we're
going to take the body well, ... and
as long as we hustle and play with a
101 of heart we should do well," he
said.
Coach Doug Robern and his
team will have their first test
against UMass-BoSlon this Friday
night in Dayton Arena.
/~------------:------=---=------:::--=---==::---=------------------- ...../ Athlete of the Week
This week's Athlete ofthe Week Award goes to Cross Country runner KATIE MCGEE, Last Saturday, MCGEE became the first '\
woman to qualify for nationals in cross country when she placed eighth with a personal best time of 18:44, Her performance led
the Harriers to their best finish ever at New Englands, placing sixth. MCGEE will run in the nationals meet this weekend.
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